
 

 

BANYAN TREE SCHOOL, JAGDISHPUR 

MONTH - OCTOBER 

THEME OF THE MONTH -SPOTS AND STRIPES 

(ANIMAL KINGDOM) 

  

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

LEARNING CONTACTS 

Discover and learn the different animal classifications 

Distinguish information shown in pictures and information provided in text 

Compare the animal groups through quizzes and games 

Acknowledged them by sharing the important values like: 

*  Don’t harm animals 
*  Being kind to 

animals in their 
natural habitat 

*  Respect their 
freedom and don’t 

keep them in captivity 
*  Being kind to stray 

animals/ birds and feeding them. 

LISTENING SKILLS: 

  Talk about Animal world 

             (wild animals, domestic, farm animals aquatic animal) 

 Animals and their babies 

 Animals and their sounds 

 Animals and their homes 

 How do animals help us? 

  Introduction to endangered animals like Tiger, Hippo, Bear etc. 

  Why is forest important to animal world 
 

Speaking Skill: 

Conversation on types of animals 

Show and tell 

Recitation with expression and action 
VOCABULARY WORDS: 
Vocabulary words related to the topic: cow, dog, horse, monkey, pig, caterpillar, 

lion and so on. 

 



 

 

ACTIVITIES  Role play- act like an animal 

 Painting on Elephant mask 

 Puzzle- Cutting & Pasting parts of rabbit 

 Coloring on sequencing of story worksheet 

 Clay session : hand on clay caterpillar with circle shape 

ASSESSMENT Worksheets : 

 

 

 

 

 

LANGUAGE/NUMERACY 1- Counting  

2- learn the concept of classification  

3- learn sounds of different animals 

4- learn the names of homes of animals 

5- learn the names of their young ones 

RHYMES 1-Animals on the farm(https://youtu.be/YzWiCOn91dI) 

2-Wild animals(https://youtu.be/4zgBNmuEaCA) 

3-Ek bandar ne kholi dukaan(https://youtu.be/uzQ6RTAxJc4) 

STORIES 1-The greedy dog(https://youtu.be/_HHRzLoELVM) 

2- The fox and the crow(https://youtu.be/HkJkSlQI_H0) 

PUPPET SHOWS Dramatise a story( on Animal ) with the help of puppet. 

COMPETITION  Small presentation on animals (role play ) 

Art and craft competition (mask making activity) 

Collage making Activities 
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